ABSTRACT The introduction of smart mobile devices has radically redesigned user interaction, as these devices are equipped with numerous sensors, making applications context-aware. To further improve user experience, most mobile operating systems and service providers are gradually shipping smart devices with voice controlled intelligent personal assistants, reaching a new level of human and technology convergence. While these systems facilitate user interaction, it has been recently shown that there is a potential risk regarding devices, which have such functionality. Our independent research indicates that this threat is not merely potential, but very real and more dangerous than initially perceived, as it is augmented by the inherent mechanisms of the underlying operating systems, the increasing capabilities of these assistants, and the proximity with other devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) era. In this paper, we discuss and demonstrate how these attacks can be launched, analysing their impact in real world scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are currently witnessing the continuous growth of smart devices and their accompanied services in both numbers and usage. The main reasons for this radical shift can be attributed to the incorporation of numerous sensors in these devices, as well as to the fact that users can easily install applications through a number of application marketplaces. Embedded sensors, such as cameras, accelerometers, or even GPS receivers, enable developers to make their applications more context-aware, radically improving user experience. While these improvements are significant and welcomed by the users, their arbitrary usage can become quite dangerous, as sensitive information such as real-time video or location can be leaked. To counter such security and privacy issues, mobile operating systems have introduced permission models that inform users of the privacy invasive resources that each application needs to access. This way, users can assess the risk they are exposed to and determine whether they agree to take it. In recent versions of most popular mobile operating systems, users may even grant these privileges on runtime and/or revoke them whenever deemed necessary.
To further improve user experience, virtually all mobile operating systems, as well as service providers, have gradually introduced voice assistants in their platforms, also known as ''Intelligent Personal Assistants''. In fact, these software entities have not only drawn the attention of major Operating System vendors, but also other software giants such as Samsung, Facebook and Amazon. Voice assistants are replacing traditional human-computer interaction, redefining the way we access the Web, data and apps. This facilitates users as they are not required to type commands or have any kind of physical interaction with their devices, realising the concept of ubiquitous computing, and eventually providing a more human-like experience. This seamless interaction with the smart device provides more user satisfaction [1] , [2] .
Generally, these systems operate silently in the background, waiting for specific keywords/commands, or more specifically ''hot-words'', from the users. While all of these systems can respond to explicit voice commands such as ''Call Bob'', most of them are able to understand, and consequently execute, more complex user requests such as ''Find the closest gas station'', or even start a dialog with a user in order to accomplish a complex task. As a result, they have evolved in performing a broader set of actions, whether this is to adjust light luminosity in a smart house, or order goods from a market, as they are able to interact with other IoT devices and services. This is rather alarming, as sophisticated voice assistants are able to execute an increasing number of high priority commands, such as commands that involve changing OS system settings. Voice assistants are aiming in ''assisting'' or even ''replacing'' user interaction and thus require a large set of software permissions to accomplish their tasks, as illustrated in Appendix B. In addition, voice assistants most often belong either to the OS or to the device manufacturer, hence they have even more elevated privileges than typical apps. Furthermore, Voice Assistants' use is becoming so popular [3] , [4] that a significant percentage of mobile search queries are performed by them [5] , [6] and a growing number of devices and more importantly third party applications have emerged, that provide new ways to interact directly with them.
While voice assistants are becoming part of our daily lives and major tech giants are competing in acquiring the largest market share, these new technologies are accompanied with new risks for their users, introducing a new attack vector. In this work we examine some new attacks that can be launched from voice assistants, proving that we are not yet familiar enough with the new concepts they realise, and also the fact that they have not reached the necessary maturity. To this end, we study the most well-known voice assistants, focusing mostly on Android. More precisely, we focus on the five major voice assistants, namely Google Assistant (formerly known as Google Now), S Voice, Cortana (for both Android and Windows), Alexa and Siri and illustrate how they can be exploited from applications or nearby devices that do not request any permission from the user, evidently without the user's consent and/or actual knowledge about it. In this regard, the presented attacks are clearly local privilege escalation attacks, but since they can be used to exploit other devices they are also remote code execution attacks. While our baseline is Android AOSP, which at the time of writing is Android Nougat, essentially we discuss the Samsung ''flavour'' of Nougat, as S Voice is installed only in Samsung devices.
Road Map: The rest of this work is organised as follows. The next section, Section II provides an overview of the related work. Then, in Section III we detail some attack scenarios for various voice command systems, highlighting what an adversary could achieve. The applicability of our attacks is discussed in Section IV. Finally, the article concludes, discussing future work and probable countermeasures.
II. RELATED WORK A. ATTACKS TO VOICE ASSISTANTS
One could argue that the predecessors of voice assistants can be traced in accessibility tools that are offered in several operating systems. Jang et al. [7] managed to trick these systems into performing unauthorised commands, using voice among other means. Recognising the risks that the users are exposed to, using voice assistants, Diao et al. [8] presented several attacks. One of the basic characteristics of these attacks was that a malicious app triggers the voice assistant to call the adversary, who then issues his/her commands via the headset.
Later, Vaidya et al. [9] and Carlini et al. [10] further extended the aforementioned attacks, exploring the possibilities of hiding voice commands, e.g. in videos, illustrating that an adversary could hide voice commands in something that humans perceive as noise, but would still retain all the characteristics for a computer system to consider it a valid voice command, thus tricking voice assistants into executing it. These reported attacks could enable an adversary to leak sensitive user information, such as users' location, or visit web pages which contain malware, to gain unauthorised access to smart devices. More advanced attacks may even use an FM antenna to transmit radio waves in order to trick a device into converting them into voice signals, as long as a pair of headphones with a microphone are plugged into its jack [11] .
While the aforementioned attacks are quite serious, they can be considered as static, as they lack actual interaction with the attacker. Moreover, they include a number of preconditions in order to be launched, which makes them have a limited impact and finally they do not investigate the IoT dimension of the attack vector, which in many cases makes the attacks stealthier and much more difficult to defend against them. In this research we attempt to unlock these attacks to their full potential, not only in terms of impact, but also stealthiness, as we present novel techniques to launch them in a more automated and responsive way. Additionally, we propose an attack methodology in order to create a chain of attacks, managing to successfully attack other devices in proximity as well.
The core difference of our approach is that our attacks are interactive, hence able to execute more advanced commands, or bypass security measures in an automated way. Furthermore, not only do we consider the case of local exploitation, which results to the obvious local privilege escalation attacks that previous researchers pointed out, but we also discuss extensions that could be added to achieve remote code execution attacks. Additionally, we detail how one could leak further sensitive information from users without the need to request dangerous permissions, such as using microphone input, like Diao et al. [8] . Finally, we illustrate how these attacks can be further extended, becoming far more severe, by utilising forced and implicit machine-to-machine communication.
B. ANDROID PERMISSIONS
The attacks which will be presented in this work are initiated from but are not necessary limited to malicious Android applications. Despite the fact that Android smartphones are by far the most widely used, the choice of Android was also made because of several inherent vulnerabilities in its workflow that can be exploited to execute possible attacks. The most profound one is that voice assistants can be launched remotely and without requesting any privileges from the user.
At this point it is worth highlighting two core differences in the two major mobile ecosystems, which are relevant to this work. Firstly, the use of intents, a mechanism in Android which allows applications to internally exchange information, facilitates developers in many ways, it simultaneously opens the door for various attacks, as malicious apps can utilize them to load their payload and exploit other apps. This mechanism does not exist in iOS, since URL Schemes seem to be the only way inside this OS to achieve inter-app communication. Secondly, contrary to Android, to succeed in launching Apple's voice assistant through an app, a rooted device is needed and certainly such an app cannot pass through the App Store's filters as the requested permission can only be granted by Apple.
It is also essential to discuss some details of the Android permission model since by exploiting it, we will execute our attacks and hide part of their traces. Up to recently, once a user wanted to install an app, Android would display a notification screen, informing him/her of the access permissions that he/she would have to grant. This was a one time offer, applying a ''take it or leave it'' policy, as users would have to accept the offer and grand the permissions to install it. Under the pressure of the custom modding communities and iOS who realised customisable permission policies, Google revised its permission model in Marshmallow, allowing users to apply fine-grained access policies. Thus, permissions are now granted after installation and applied during runtime, and most importantly, they can be revoked when deemed necessary.
The aforementioned permissions involve access to numerous smartphone embedded sensors. While for some of them their use seems quite straightforward, they can be used to infer a lot of other information, so gradually, many applications have started requesting more and more permissions. This way, they harvest user data and monetize them through data analytics. As a result, simple applications often require absurd permissions [12], gradually relaxing users' tolerance to requests for sensitive permissions, making users ignore them, without understanding the risks they can be exposed to in the end [13] - [15] . The revised permissions to resources can be categorized according to the risk implied when granting them as shown in Table 1 and are the following.
Normal: These permissions may expose the user or the system to the least possible risk. They are automatically granted upon installation and cannot be revoked. Dangerous: These permissions can expose private user data or allow control of the device. Therefore, explicit user approval is required to be granted and can be revoked by the user at any time. Dangerous permissions are illustrated in Figure 1 . Signature: While Android applications may exchange information through inter component communication, to facilitate apps of the same developer in sharing more information, Google introduced the signature permission, enabling automatic access to the same resources for application which are signed with the same certificate without user notification. System: To allow applications which are shipped by the manufacturers, to have even more elevated privileges, e.g. to reboot the device, activate and deactivate system settings, Android provides the system permission. Apparently, since voice assistants are usually developed by the manufacturers and/or OS vendors, they have signature and system level permissions. Hence, they can execute commands with higher privileges. Despite the fact that the new permission model signifficantly improves the security and privacy of Android, many attacks have already been reported that manage to bypass them exposing users to great risks [16] , [17] . Nevertheless, Figure 1 indicates that in order for an app to access the microphone or to send a message etc., the app needs to be explicitly granted this permission. Finally, access to any other sensor beyond the ones reported in this figure are automatically granted and cannot be revoked.
III. ATTACKING VOICE ASSISTANTS REVISITED A. THREAT MODEL
In the proposed attacks, which portray the vulnerabilities of voice assistants, we assume that a user has been tricked into installing our malicious app in his/her device, a scenario which is very typical in such attacks [18] - [20] . In fact, an adversary is expected to use many illicit techniques that promote their apps in the market, or lure users by sending targeted messages to their contacts.
We consider the above a weak requirement, as in our work we follow a ''zero-permission'' approach. Similar to the work of Diao et al. [8] , our app is seemingly harmless as it does not request access to any ''dangerous'' permission. Moreover, since a small number of the required permissions are ''normal'', they are automatically granted and cannot be revoked. The latter also means that any installed app can be updated to execute our attacks, without requesting any further user interaction. More specifically, application updates may take place at any time and especially in the cases where no extra ''dangerous'' permission is required, that imposes explicit action taken by the user, users have no actual control about a new ''capability'' an app may be shipped with. In fact, in most of the cases, the only permission we need in order to deliver our payload and launch an attack to a voice assistant is the Internet access permission, which is a normal permission. A few more permissions, e.g. vibration, that are required in some cases are also normal and they are only used to determine the timing of the attack and the proximity to other devices and to the user. The lack of permission dependencies in our attacks is crucial as one could use reflection techniques to fetch code from the Internet, e.g. in the form of a dex file and execute it, circumventing static code analysis [20] - [22] . Nonetheless, it should be outlined that many users may disregard the permissions that apps request [13] - [15] , however, requesting many permissions, especially dangerous ones, facilitates the detection of malicious activity.
To this end, as a first step, we silently monitor the state of the target device in order to determine whether the user is in proximity. This can be easily achieved by effectively combining data such as time (part of the day), device acceleration (moving/still), device battery status (charging/discharging), or even utilizing light sensors (indoor/outdoor). Should the app infer that the device is left ''unattended'', it sends an update to the Command and Control (C&C) server declaring its availability.
B. ATTACK AMPLIFICATION
In the next paragraphs we present our attach flow, while at the same time we detail the drawbacks of current reported attacks and how they can be enhanced to become more lightweight, stealth and powerful. In this regard, we provide the pieces of a bigger puzzle which is going to be presented when we describe the possible attack scenarios.
Current state of the art attacks to voice assistants can be considered rather static, as the attacks are launched using mostly recorded audio files which are played by malicious apps to invoke voice assistants [8] or broadcasted by a static medium (e.g. a YouTube video) [9] for a more covert channel. While Diao et al. [8] imply the use of Text-to-Speech, it is not actually used due to the requirement for Internet connection. Moreover, Diao et al. suggested that the malicious app makes a call to the attackers phone to allow further interaction with the voice assistant, and more importantly to extract the necessary sensitive information from the victim, since this is the only way to access the microphone without requesting any sort of dangerous permission. However, to the best of our knowledge this attack vector does not exist anymore, as voice assistants cannot be triggered by audio by means of a voice call. Mobile OSes are now using voice cancellation techniques during voice calls, therefore audio from voice calls cannot be used as input to the microphone. While in this case it can be considered a defence mechanism, in reality it improves the quality of voice calls by drastically reducing external noise.
To overcome the need for making phone calls, which could also reveal the identity of the attacker, we propose to use the embedded Text-to-Speech technology. This choice enables our app to be rather lightweight, as there is no dependency for prepared audio files, making our attack more ''dynamic'' since we can generate any voice command in demand. Contrary to the past, Text-to-Speech conversion is now performed locally without Internet dependencies. Nevertheless, in our model we use the Internet permission to exchange information between the attacker and the victim, since, as already discussed, it is automatically granted and cannot be revoked.
While we could have used direct communication of the victim with a typical C&C server as in the case of many malware with their bots, we opted for the use of Firebase, a Google powered cloud platform that incorporates real-time databases. The use of Firebase can be considered similar to the use of Facebook, Twitter, etc. by social botnets [23] to hide their C&C server and traffic. This practice is very common lately [24] as it manages to hide the malicious traffic from anti-malware mechanisms which consider the exchange of messages benign. In our case, we hide the communication using a legitimate channel of communication operated by Google, so that it would not raise an alert to an analyst.
Another twist in our attack is on the way we launch voice assistants. Diao et al. [8] the researchers assume that due to the popularity of Google Now, the victim will most likely have it preinstalled in his/her device. This assumption may result in several problems as the authors also use implicit intents in their implementation. For instance, these attacks may not be launched if Google Now is not present. Or even due to the fact that more assistants are installed in a device, a screen would be presented to the user prompting him to select one of them, and thus rendering these attacks useless in both cases. To bypass this obstacle, in our implementation for each victim's device we retrieve the applications' package names of all running services. For this action no permission is required and we end up with a list of all the installed packages. Subsequently, from the list of the installed packages we are able to first determine which voice assistants are installed in each mobile device and secondly which permissions each voice assistant supports. This small, yet significant remark can be proposed as a way to launch attacks to ''less popular'' voice assistants software solutions, developed by other software vendors than the top tech giants, analyzed in this paper. After having defined both the targeted voice assistant and the ''kind'' of attack we want to issue, we use explicit intents, by specifying the targeted application's package name, guaranteeing that the attack will be successful.
As previously discussed, attacks to voice assistants in the literature cannot extract all the information, as the output of the speaker is canceled in the microphone. To overcome this issue, we use native voice recognition methods of Android which, as reported by the authors, 1 do not request any dangerous permission. More precisely utilizing Google Voice Recognition one can collect data from the audio channel, without users' consent and without requesting the use of microphone from the user, bypassing this way Android's permission system. This way, we automate sensitive data collection, by automatically recording voice assistants' results, consequently converting it to text format which is then stored to Firebase. This is accomplished by using an implicit intent to action_recognise_speech with startActivityForResult, which returns the voice in text without the need to request any dangerous permission.
To illustrate the aforementioned described attack scenarios, which can be considered as quite complex in terms of services discovery, attack orchestration and modalities of interaction, Figure 2 describes the steps of our attack flow.
Up to recently, voice assistants were able to perform helpful, yet limited in number, tasks. However, they are gradually increasing their capabilities as other applications have started enabling interaction with them. Therefore, voice assistants can perform far more tasks than just send emails and SMSs, make voice calls, as reported in the related work. For instance, they can post on social media (e.g. Facebook) or even perform orders, e.g. in the case of Alexa. These new capabilities are exploited in our proof of concept app, enabling it to perform a wide set of commands to victims, so as to achieve more fierce attacks.
C. DETERMINING PROXIMITY
Due to the fact that malicious apps cannot interact or send information directly to the adversary, the actual threats that are discussed in current state of the art research involve 1 Acknowledged by Google in 216234 report. attacks which are targeting devices independently. Certainly, the case of a YouTube video, reported in [10] , can target millions of devices simultaneously, nonetheless, the attack targets each one and cannot chain the attack to infect others directly.
Our proof of concept exploits its proximity to other voice assistants or nearby devices to perform a wider range of attacks, creating an implicit machine-to-machine communication channel. To launch such attacks, our application first determines the timeframe and then the proximity to the user and to other devices. For the latter, we monitor various resources to determine whether the phone is still and out of the users' proximity. To this end, apart from the obvious use of accelerometer, we monitor the presence of a power jack, luminosity and grip sensor. Should the device be charging, the user is assumed to be far from the device and not paying attention to it. Similarly, the measurements from a grip sensor can indicate whether a user is holding the device, whereas the luminosity sensor can help us determine whether a device is located in a dark place e.g. left in a room unattended, or inside a bag. Finally, we also monitor the proximity of wearables. This is an additional input which can be used to determine whether a user is in proximity or e.g. sleeping, so that he is least expected to listen to the attack. It is worth noticing that modern smartwatches can independently execute voice commands, since voice assistants are currently enabled in Android wearables. In this research however, we regard the linked wearable and the infected device's wearables as the same entity. To monitor the proximity to other devices, we use four methods, illustrated in Figure 3 . To overcome the restriction of requesting location permission, which is considered dangerous (requires ''dangerous'' permissions), we first utilize Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi P2P. While getting hardware identifiers from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth scans demand location permission as of Marshmallow, collecting the name and the MAC address of the connected Wi-Fi node can be achieved with normal permissions and can serve as a good sieve. Therefore, our app collects the name of the connected Wi-Fi and the MAC address of the corresponding node to determine which already infected devices might be in proximity. Additionally, we can use Wi-Fi P2P, formerly known as Wi-Fi Direct, which enables devices to create ad hoc wireless networks. Notably, scanning for hardware identifiers using Wi-Fi P2P does not require location permission, as reported by the authors, 2 allowing the tracking of users' whereabouts within a radius of 100m [25] . For more accurate results we use vibration (requesting a normal ''Vibrate'' permission) and light sensing. In the former method, we trigger a vibration pattern to one of them and test whether it was detected by the accelerometers of the other, to determine whether the two devices are placed closely. In the latter method, if the devices are placed appropriately; one facing up, the other one facing down, we initiate a sequence of light beams and test whether they can be sensed from the other's luminosity sensor. The presence of a nearby wearable device can also be detected, this time directly through the Android SDK, requiring no permissions.
D. ATTACK SCENARIOS
Now that all the pieces of the puzzle have been laid out, in this part we start putting them in place. Our targets are the most well-known and widely used voice assistants, namely Google Assistant, Siri, Cortana, Alexa and S Voice, each of which has different capabilities, as seen in Table 2 . In principle, these systems are invoked by speech, whenever a user says a catch phrase like ''OK Google'', ''Hey Siri'' etc. However, Google Assistant, Cortana and S Voice can also be launched through intents. Since intents are a native mechanism of Android, no dangerous permission needs to be granted to the malicious application. Even more interestingly, intent parameters are string variables, which do not have to be hardcoded and can be easily fetched from an Internet service, in our case Firebase, making the attack untraceable in static analysis. This means that one can launch the voice assistant remotely and issue arbitrary commands through an app. More importantly, this allows our malicious application to send commands which need more than one step for their execution. For instance, some voice assistants may type the requested message but wait for an additional vocal confirmation from the user to send it. While one could record such commands and send them to victims either packed in the application upon installation, or through a covert channel, the most lightweight solution is to use Android's Text-To-Speech (TTS) functionality. This functionality requires no permission to be executed, so the user will not be notified about this activity.
In the least sinister case, an adversary can request the infected device to call a phone number to premium services, leading to additional charges, or simply to call his/her phone to eavesdrop the victim. Note that the call could also include video, e.g. using Hangouts teleconference issuing a command like ''Video call with Alice''. Additionally, the attacker can request the victim to send an SMS to a premium number, or a text message containing his/her location. 2 Acknowledged by Google in 216235 report.
Similarly, the adversary can use the Voice Assistants' integration with third party apps, e.g. social network apps, to post disgraceful or harmful items on the victim's profile. For example, in our tests we managed to send information using the WhatsApp app by issuing a ''Send a WhatsApp message to Alice'' command. Further extending the attacks, one could also command the Voice Assistant to browse an infected with malware web-page in order to gain persistence, as already reported in the literature.
To extract further private information, the attacker needs to gain microphone access to its victim. Contrary to the approach of current attacks, we use Speech-to-Text (STT). As already mentioned in the previous section, the adversary does not need to request any dangerous permission, and can record information of approximately 10 seconds from the victim, which is automatically transformed into text and can be easily sent to a cloud backend. Obviously, if the answer is expected to last more seconds, the adversary can repeat the process with the necessary delay. Having knowledge about devices being in proximity can further help us bypass the ''Voice Cancellation'' mechanisms that reside in a specific device, since one device can be used as a transmitter and another device can be used as the receiver. Additionally, this makes the attack more stealth and more difficult to be prevented.
The adversary may now extract information such as appointments from the calendar, or recent messages. The latter is really important since it can be used not only to read personal messages, but to bypass two factor authentication. To clarify the latter, the reader can consider the following use case scenario. Most messenger applications that use two factor authentication typically use the device MAC address; which can be easily found with a sniffer, and a validation SMS which is sent to the device. Therefore, Malory can easily set the MAC address to the desired one in a device she controls and request the SMS authentication message from the service. This message is received from the victim's device and can be accessed by the voice assistant using a command to read the last SMS, granting full access to the victim's account.
Due to the penetration of services like Google Now, the adversary could also read the victim's bills, or flight itinerary. Moreover, using the elevated permissions of S Voice (system permissions), one could even change the status of Location and Mobile Hotspot by switching them on or off, a functionality that an application without signature permissions cannot achieve, as these actions require ''changing system settings'', signature level permissions.
Moving a step further, compromised devices can be used to further exploit victims, by attacking other devices in proximity, regardless of whether they are infected by our malicious app, as it is illustrated in Figure 4 . Attackers now have the advantage that since the arbitrary voice command originates from another device, voice cancellation mechanisms cannot be applied. Targets also vary, as there is a plethora of devices having voice assistants, leading to greater exposure. An obvious attack is against other smartphones, smartwatches, personal computers, or even smartTVs. Note that in the case of a smartwatch, since most likely it is linked to a smartphone, two smartphones are not needed to be in proximity, as smartwatches may act as a median, further extending the impact radius.
In this context, a different attack scenario is to force compromised devices in performing purchases through nearby Alexa powered devices. In our tests we ordered Alexa through Echo using voice commands to buy for us several items from Amazon. It is important to note that Alexa by default does not provide any voice recognition or parental control, so all orders are automatically processed. Moreover, Alexa is a voice assistant which is actually designed from scratch to perform purchases and is being gradually equipped with third-party applications, which allow her to perform orders, or call taxis from affiliated companies.
Moving to another target, we used the compromised device to attack a Cortana powered device. Apart from the obvious smartphone target, we used it to attack a desktop computer, since Cortana is preinstalled in Windows 10. Launching Cortana through voice, we were able to navigate the system to arbitrary web pages, control settings (e.g. enable/disable Wi-Fi), create reminders, events, alarms, find location, send emails, make calls and send SMSs through linked smartphones regardless of their proximity.
As a smartphone app, Cortana by default is trained to respond only to her ''master's'' voice, something that is also relevant for Siri and S Voice, but not the default case for the latter. In these cases, the ''trusted voices'', as they are referred, can be bypassed using two methods. In the more obvious scenario, we used recordings of the user's voice and replayed them using the compromised device's speakerphones. While this approach is straightforward, it is cumbersome to get all the needed wording from the victim to cut and choose the necessary commands to launch the attack. A feasible alternative for the attacker is to use a ''trained'' voice engine. In this case, the attacker would take a good sample of the victim's voice and train the voice engine to mimic his/her voice. Note that since the set of commands that we want to issue is quite limited, the actual sample that is needed is also reduced. It is worth mentioning that Siri, Google Assistant and S Voice can be triggered even when a smartphone is securely locked (e.g. pin/pattern lock), if the voice is trusted. Interestingly, Cortana for Desktop computers has an option to be launched from ''anyone'' who says ''Hey Cortana'', which is also the case of Alexa Echo.
Finally, as shown in Table 2 , voice assistants can be connected to even more devices, varying from vehicles to smart appliances, to allow them partial control. In this regard, taking control of a voice assistant, may result in also controlling the linked devices. Knowing in advance whether someone has smart appliances in his/her home sounds as a far fetched scenario, the truth however is that it is quite simple to acquire such knowledge. In the case of Android, one can extract a list of all the installed applications without stumbling upon any dangerous permission. Due to their ''smartness'', the connected devices are expected to have the respective apps installed in the user's device, informing the adversary of their presence.
IV. APPLICABILITY
All reported attacks have been tested and responsibly disclosed to Google, while in the cases of other voice assistants, their corresponding companies have also been informed.
Notably, all these attacks can be applied in Android AOSP which at the time of writing is Nougat.
In all our tests, the attacks where successful both in the cases of unattended devices and also in cases of locked devices (simple lock, not secure lock). While not all users lock their devices, even if they do so, applications may use the normal permissions WAKE_LOCK and DISABLE_KEYGUARD, as well as the activity flag FLAG_KEEP_SCREEN_ON to prevent or prolong the screen lock to timely launch a Voice Assistant. Finally, even in the cases of securely locked devices (pin or pattern lock) it should be noted that all Android smartwatches can be considered as trusted devices by the users of the connected smartphones, therefore, if they are in proximity the devices do not actually securely lock. Therefore, even in the ''most difficult'' for the attacker case, when a device is securely locked, if the user is not close but in proximity to the mobile device e.g. 10m or another room, the device will not be securely locked and the attack can be executed without the user being able to notice it.
To further enhance the efficacy of our attacks we also managed to get our malicious app accepted in Google Play. This is rather significant since published apps are being tested by Bouncer, 3 a system which analyses apps for malicious functionality, mostly using dynamic analysis [26] , indicating that this attack vector is not being considered. However, as already discussed, the aforementioned attack scenarios utilize mechanisms that are unlikely to be traced. As a result, the attacks described in this paper apply to smartphones of all Android versions in the market, having as precondition that at least one voice assistant is present.
To summarize the applicability of the attacks to voice assistants we argue that our attacks are able to affect voice assistants that are incorporated in a large variety of smart devices, whose number is continuously growing in the IoT era. These devices include the highly widespread smartphones and tablets, the personal computers, modern wearables, smart-home devices and TVs and we might shortly find them in cars and vehicles incorporating smartphone OSes. Their exploitation might initiate from applications that, as shown in this study, are quite straightforward to be used for malicious reasons, however it does not stop there. Voice assistants are software entities with enormous capabilities and permissions, whose potential might be exploited by webpages or even other malicious people, having physical access to a device. This kind of research is beyond the scope of this paper, however it is easily provable that either websites or people can issue voice commands in assistants, especially in the cases where the assistants are not able to determine the identity of their ''owner''.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Voice assistants are gradually getting to a momentum, since they are being preinstalled in many devices, and they are getting smarter gaining support from third parties to interact 3 http://googlemobile.blogspot.gr/2012/02/android-and-security.html with an increasing number of applications. Therefore, they are radically changing user behaviour and expectations as they provide new levels of convenience and an enhanced user experience. However, they suffer from an inherent flaw: up till now, they depended solely on the vocal modality of interaction. As demonstrated in this work, one can easily control and manipulate the voice commands remotely, issuing arbitrary commands which can greatly expose the users. Nonetheless, we are not able to fully understand these risks to their full extent. One reason is that voice assistants are backed by artificial intelligence making them more extensible. However, common practice has shown that such systems can be easily manipulated [27] . Finally, it is apparent that countering such attacks is not straightforward. Voice cancellation and recognition might seem probable solutions, yet they cannot be considered a panacea, due to the way voice assistants can be launched and the fact that one can chain the attacks from one device to another.
We argue that in order to provide defense mechanisms against many of these attacks, the underlying operating system, in this case Android, firstly needs to decouple voice input and output. Having simultaneously a number apps using voice input and output has already been shown to expose users' security and privacy, therefore, there is a definite need from the OS side to consider both microphone and speaker as a unique communication channel and identify apps that try to use both flows (input and output) when only one is granted by the user. This approach has been originally proposed by AuDroid [28] and some of the concepts have already been deployed in AOSP. Nevertheless, it cannot identify all the information flows discussed in this work, as they can also involve other devices. Moreover, the issue is complicated by the use of intents and the fact that Voice Assistants are constantly activated, which invalidates the assumption of only one application using the communication channel. A rather simplistic, yet powerful defense mechanism against the attacks that target voice assistant would be to utilize biometrics in order to identify the actual device owners and enable or disable the function of these assistant accordingly.
Finally, based on the permissions the user is presented, regardless of whether they are requested on installation or runtime, one expects that the installed apps will not use the microphone if s/he does not explicitly grant the permission. Allowing applications to arbitrarily access the microphone e.g. through intents, is far more than risky and as detailed in this work can have more implications than simply spying on users' conversations.
APPENDIX VOICE ASSISTANT PERMISSIONS
To understand the capacities of the voice assistants and the actions they are allowed to perform, the Table 3 provides an overview of the permissions they are granted in Android. Note that while some documentations describe the command sets that they are allowed to execute, their permissions allow them to perform far too many tasks if exploited. 
